
Ford’s fight with teachers plays to his base 
 

Premier Doug Ford of Ontario has decided that 2020 is going to be the year his 
Conservative Party attempts to “reform” education in the province.  Some 
Conservative supporters fear that in an attempt to appeal to the party base by 
picking a fight with teachers Ford will squander considerable public good will. 
Party supporters are concerned that Ford’s long held resentment against 
educational elites will be an albatross around the neck of the Conservative Party 
moving forward and are urging the Premier to cut his losses with the teachers and 
move on to other pressing business the province needs addressed, like 
infrastructure renewal and an energy policy. 
 
When Ford was elected in June of 2018 pollsters wanted to know who the typical 
Ford voter was, believing it would help predict what direction the province might 
be moving in the future on important policy issues.  EKOS, a respected Ontario 
based polling firm, polled over a thousand Ontario voters and what they 
discovered is enlightening, shining a light on who does and does not makes up 
Ford Nation. 
 

1. Ford Nation is overwhelmingly male, with 50% of Ontario men polled 
stating they were supporting the Conservatives. 

2. Ford Nation has failed to find resonance with female voters, only polling 
35% of those who responded to this poll. 

3. Ford Nation is predominantly working class with the Conservatives holding 
a double-digit lead with Ontarians who are either self-employed or make a 
living in manufacturing or manual labour. 

4. Ford Nation polls much better with individuals who either have a high 
school or college diploma. 

5. Ford Nation is older with a significant lead in polling from Ontarians over 
the age of 45. 

6. Ford Nation fails miserably with Ontarians with university education. 
 
When synthesized, the conclusion that EKOS came to is probably not surprising 
for anyone who has ever attended a Ford rally: Ford Nation is largely made up of 
older, non-university educated males who find Ford’s populist rhetoric appealing. 
 



EKOS President Frank Graves stated, “The support for Ford mirrors the populist 
constituency that propelled Donald Trump to victory in the United States.”  Gallup 
in the United States has called Trump’s Republican Party “the last stand of angry 
older white men” so the similarities are striking. 
 
When I shared the EKOS data with Conservative friends they were initially 
uncomfortable with the findings. 
 
One long time Conservative party organizer suggested, “If those numbers are 
correct they indicate Ford Nation is not a sustainable political force province wide 
because the core elements identified by EKOS are groups that are shrinking in 
demographic terms in Ontario.  I would much rather see the party planting deep 
roots among younger, better educated female voters who can be counted on to 
reliably vote election cycle after election cycle.” 
 
Another Conservative volunteer said, “At least in Haliburton-Victoria-Brock the 
EKOS findings ring true.  Our share of both the female and youth voter is very 
concerning.  We are very fortunate on two fronts locally.  Because of the 
economic realities of the riding, educated youth  have been forced to move and 
vote somewhere else, and a fair swath of the female vote tends to be retired and 
very Conservative friendly.” 
 
When I asked for comment regarding how the Conservative base affected the 
party’s educational policies the answers were enlightening.  One Peterborough-
Kawartha Conservative activist shared, “The bulk of our supporters are socially 
conservative retirees who either no longer have kids in the system or have chosen 
to home school or send their children to faith based schools.  There is no lost love 
for the teacher unions and it doesn’t take too much to motivate our long time 
voters on this issue.  They supported Harris when he challenged the teachers, and 
they are hopeful that Ford will begin what Harris began.” 
 
A second Durham based Conservative organizer added, “While I support most of 
the Premier’s education reforms we cannot forget everything else the party 
promises to do.  Harris let his personal animosities for teachers cause him tunnel 
vision.  Premier Ford’s antipathy for organized labour is well known, and I fear 
him hyper-focusing on the teachers at the expense of everything else.” 



A Peterborough-Kawartha Liberal organizer cautioned the Conservatives when he 
said’ “You go to war with the teachers at your own expense.  The teachers unions 
are savvy, well organized and think before they act.  Public support coalesced 
around educators during their battle against Harris and has never disappeared.  I 
think the most thankless job in any provincial cabinet is Education Minister.  Most 
end up on the scrapheap of history.  I can’t imagine anyone who purposely wants 
conflict with educators.  Ford has chosen the wrong group to go to war with.  He 
will lose either at the negotiations table or the ballot box.  Moms and Dads like 
and trust their kid’s teachers full stop.” 
 
A former Conservative fundraiser shared their insights and they were 
disconcerting, “The Premier needs a whipping boy for his base.  Teachers will do 
this round and the base love it.  Doctors are next when health care restructuring 
becomes a party priority.  Once the unions give Ford a province wide shut down 
he will break the back of public support for the teachers unions and emerge 
victorious.  We will see if the Premier has the patience to wait for the teachers to 
overplay their hand.” 
 
With all four teachers federations in a position now to legally strike, the day of 
reckoning for Premier Ford and Ford Nation may be sooner than later.  Ontario’s 
labour scene may never be the same. 


